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focusing international 
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How CRW Works?
Citizens Rights Watch, is an international 
human rights non-governmental organization 
comprised by online human rights activists from 
around the globe. Citizens Rights Watch is utilizing 
new technologies, and through Online activism, is 
raising awareness of human rights violations, 
focuses on educating the people about their rights, 
and advocates through all media possible for citizens' 
rights around the world.

Philosophy:
Citizens Rights Watch promotes, supports, and work as an effective tool to protect Human Rights as stated in The Universal 
Declaration of Human Rights.

Vision:
Monitor governments' compliance to THE UNIVERSAL DECLARATION OF HUMAN RIGHTS with focus on the International 
Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, and the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights.

Mission:
To encourage and drive ruling authorities in the world to focus on their citizens rights. Through Online activism, and by using 
innovative technological tools, to push for the realization of universal human rights.
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Contact us:

By Dr Zoi Aliozi 
SG of CRW 

Join us, we need your support! 
Thank you!

Secretary-General of Citizens Rights Watch 
zoi@citizensrw.org

Citizens' Rights Watch, CRW, or "The Citizens", is a newly 
founded human rights NGO, focusing on citizens rights.

People from all walks of life founded CRW on 2014. 
Activists, academics, businesspeople, human rights 
lawyers, students, artists, designers, but who were in one 
way or another concerned citizens, engaging in online 
activism aiming at social change and justice. CRWs 
founders were a group of online activists, who met online, 
and connected by their need to fight injustice, social 
inequalities, governmental oppression, and advocate for 
human rights. Visit our website www.citizensRW.org 
and join us by becoming a member, subscribing in 
our newsletter, checking the human rights updates, 
or becoming an activist and human rights 
defender. Connect with us in Facebook or Twitter 
and stay updated on human rights issues. There are 
many ways you can make a difference that does not 
require your money or your full time engagement. 
Sometimes even a simple tweet or a Facebook 
share can make a difference if it reaches the right 
person.

In CRW, we are focusing our work on online activism, 
using all the existing tools for online human rights 
advocacy, and working in developing new ways to 
advocate for human rights. For example at the time being 
we are working in improving our website, and we are in 
the process of designing a mobile app for citizens 
participation on human rights activism, human rights 
defenders protection & encrypted communication, 
monitoring governments & providing human rights 
updates.

One of the most important tools for online activism is the spreading of 
information, as well as uncovering injustices and human rights violations 
that the mainstream media will not talk about. Part of this mandate is 
this newsletter. A triennial publication in the form of an online magazine 
dedicated to human rights, titled: “Citizens Voices”. This magazine was 
first published on 2015, and as time passes we aim in improving its 
content and reach. In that sense, we publish 3 volumes per year, one 
every 4 months. The deadline for submitting an article is the: a) 15th of 
March; b) 15th of July; c) 15th of November; of each year. We encourage 
articles from all citizens that can help us in raising awareness on human 
rights. Contact newsletter@citizensrw.org for further queries.

The advocacy tools we use, aim in spreading information by 
throwing light on human rights abuses wherever they may be 
happening. These tools are mainly connected to the new technologies, 
online tools, and the power to communicate with millions of people in a 
split second, without censorship, and without the need for a huge 
budget. Our work in uncovering injustices, human rights 
violations, and in monitoring governmental practices, is ultimately 
driving us into becoming a watchdog, following up political 
promises by international institutions and governments. Digital 
rights and privacy is in the core of our organization’s mandate. 
“Big Brother” has finally a “little sister” watching back! 
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Editors Note
Human Rights in Crises 

 By Dr Zoi Aliozi 
SG of CRW 

Contact us:
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THE EU-TURKEY DEAL SHOULD BE STOPPED

As long as violence is being used for political reasons, as long as 
war is a legitimate tool for states to solve their differences, and as 
long as the state stays the legitimate user of violence, human rights will 
be weak, and will sound like impossible utopic ideas.
The relationship of the citizen and her/his government is not based 
on an unbreakable social contract with clear rules of conduct. 
Requires constant work from both sides, in order to have a 
balance in citizens rights enjoyment and governmental power.

However, we live in times where democracy has been established 
in the majority of the world's countries, and human rights have 
evolved as the norms in any functional democracy around the 
world. Human rights which in simple terms, if freed from all 
misconceptions about their essence, value and purpose, function as 
tamers of power. Human rights are taming the uncontrollable otherwise 
governmental power.

Every citizen around the world, should keep that in mind. When we 
demand our rights, we are in a way holding our governments 
accountable for promises they made to protect and safeguard 
our basic rights and civil liberties.

It is true that human rights are in crisis since their birth. 
From one side the conceptual weak framework they were build upon, 
and from the other side the impossibility to enforce them in 
practical and pragmatic terms due to legal inadequacies of both the 
national and international justice systems.
There are many issues that deserve a mentioning when we talk about 
human rights in crisis this summer of 2016. The horrific terrorist 
attacks all around the world in the name of god, which is a fountain of 
human rights violations.

The ongoing refugee crisis, which has been so poorly handled 
by the international community. After visiting  hot spots or 
'temporary centres for hospitality to refugees' as they recently have 
been named in Greece, and witnessing the unorganized 
response from Europe, the corrupted political finger which is 
present even in who the Greek ministry of migration appoints as 
camp coordinators (See: Serres refugee camp, August 2016), the 
inadequate infrastructure, the party of commissions and contracts for 
catering, services, transportation and the list goes on, I realize that the need 
for civil society to continue her involvement and grow in becoming part 
of the response and solution, is now more evident than ever. On the 
other hand, witnessing the benevolent volunteers powered by 
idealism and a sincere sense of duty to help, volunteers from all 
around the world, and seeing the heroic sacrifices of simple 
citizens who donate their time, clothes, money, for these 
refugees, reminds me that there is more good in this world than evil.

In the same neighborhood, we have witnessed, the political thriller in 
Turkey and the horrific authoritarian style of the Turkish 
president, which is connected to many human rights 
issues and mass systematic human rights violations. We have 
been observing the shameless abusive relationship with political 
power that the Turkish government desperately tries to hold 
on to. The head of government, does not fool anyone in 
naming his regime democratic as long as he continues 
employing state-terrorism, and authoritarian tools to control the 
citizens of Turkey.

Thousands of people tortured, unjustly persecuted, academia has been 
bleeding, freedom of expression and the press has been destroyed, 
and on the top of all these crimes against the people of Turkey, the 
government shamelessly advocates for putting human rights on ice, 
due to the traditional governmental excuse of national security.

These practices are 100% unjustifiable, and under no 
circumstances are to be legitimate in a democracy.

We condemn the government of Turkey's attack on human 
rights, civil liberties and democratic ideals.

We stand in solidarity with the people of Turkey, and all 
the victims of governmental violence.

We are asking Europe's official bodies, whether they still 
believe that Turkey is a safe country for refugees?

Captured Turkish soldiers
Turkish troops imprisoned after the failed military coup are being raped, 
starved and left without water for days, it is claimed.
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BRIEF 
human rights 

OVERVIEW 
(May - August 2016) 

What are the most 
significant human rights  

issues raised since our 
previous Newsletter? 

By Athanasia Zagorianou 
CRW Researcher & Content 

Editor of ‘Citizens Voices’ 

Contact us:

Activists' reports 1. #TeamRefugees
This March, the President of the International Olympic Committee 
Thomas Bach announced the participation of ten refugee athletes in the 
2016 Summer Olympic Games in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. “[Acting] as a 
symbol of hope for refugees worldwide”, the participation of team Refugees 
aims to raise awareness and attract global attention over the ongoing 
refugee crisis. 
One of the athletes is 18 year old Syrian swimmer, Yusra Mardini who last 
year swam for her life but this summer is swimming in the Olympics. 
Mardini, who won the 100m butterfly heat at the Rio Olympics, left her 
home a year ago with her sister and tried to cross the Mediterranean by 
boat, a perilous journey that has been fatal for many refugees and asylum 
seekers so far. With their overcrowded boat being in risk of capsizing, 
Mardini and her sister jumped into the water pulling the boat towards the 
shore.
“I want to make all the refugees proud of me. It would show that, even if we 
had a tough journey, we can achieve something.” (Y. Mardini, 2016)

2. 2016 Rio Olympics & Human Rights
The 2016 Summer Olympics have led to serious human rights violations,
sparking a wave of criticism by human rights agencies and activists.
On 5th of August, the Olympics Opening Ceremony in Rio was followed
by angry protests and clashes with the police. “Evictions, police violence
and poor labour conditions” are some of the core allegations linked to 2016
Rio Olympics support local and international human rights groups.
“There were originally around 600 families but when Rio won the
Olympics pressure from city hall to vacate the premises intensified […]
That led to energy cuts, lack of clean water, rubble left lying around and
police violence during forced evictions” said Andrea Florence, lawyer,
Terre des Hommes NGO (as cited in The Guardian).

3. Turkey Coup Attempt
Following the failed military coup attempt in Turkey on 15th of July, which
aimed to oust President Tayyip Erdogan and left more than 200 people
dead, a series of dismissals, arrests and suspensions erupted in the country
including, according to media reports, “45.000 military officials, police
officers, judges, governors and civil servants”. After the attempted coup,
Turkey was declared in a state of emergency under article 15 of the
European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR) while talks over the
restoration of death penalty have raised serious concerns over the country’s
human rights record. Recently, Mr. Erdogan said that “it is the Turkish
parliament that will decide on the death penalty” and he stated that he will
approve its decision. According to the UN “the Government ordered the
closure of three news agencies, 16 TV channels, 23 radio channels, 45
papers and 15 magazines. Since the 15 July attempted coup, authorities
have issued arrest warrants against 89 journalists and have already arrested
several of them, blocked access to more than 20 news websites, revoked the
licenses of 29 publishing houses, and cancelled a number of press
accreditations.”(UN News Centre, 2016)

4. “Philippine Drug War”
On 30 June, Rodrigo Duterte took office as President of Philippines and he almost
immediately declared war on drugs. Since his inauguration, hundreds lost their lives
over President Duterte’s “war on drugs”. His methods have been heavily criticized and
his so called “Drug War” has raised global human rights concerns. Media reports
suggest that more than 400 have been killed and 5,400 people have been arrested so far
while human rights agencies call the UN to condemn the killings and the violence.
“We are calling on the UN drug control bodies to publicly condemn these atrocities in
the Philippines. This senseless killing cannot be justified as a drug control measure,”
said Ann Fordham, executive director of the International Drug Policy Consortium
(IDPC) (as cited in TheGuardian).

5. Pakistan’s “Honor Killings”
The death of Qandeel Baloch, Pakistani social media celebrity who described herself as
“modern day feminist” and was murdered by her brother for “disgracing” their family
by posting photos and videos of herself on social media, brought global attention to
the issue of “honor killings” in Pakistan. After strangling her to death, Qandeel’s
brother who did not seem to regret his action stated that “girls are born only to stay at
home and to bring honor to the family by following family traditions, but Qandeel had
never done that”.

However, this is not the first or the last time that an “honour killing” incident
occurred in the country. According to the annual report of the Human Rights
Commission of Pakistan, in 2015 only almost 1.100 women were killed in honor
crimes. Based on the existing domestic law in honor killings, the family can pardon the
perpetrator and since the murders are usually organized and committed by family
members and relatives, these crimes are often gone with impunity.

Sources:
• "Refugee swimmer, who lost part of his leg in Syrian war, to carry Rio 2016 Olympic Torch". Official 

Website of Rio 2016. 22 April 2016
• "Refugee team forming for Rio 2016 Olympics: 'We want to send a message of hope'". The National (UAE). 

Associated Press. 20 March 2016.
• “Turkey coup: Erdogan backs return of death penalty at vast Istanbul rally” (2016) BBC News. Available at: 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-europe-37003819
• Almeida & Surico, (2016) “Inside Rio's Angry Protests Against the Olympic Opening Ceremony”, VICE, 

Available at: http://www.vice.com/read/inside-the-angry-protests-against-the-olympic-opening-ceremony
• Bation C, & Yap C, (2016) “Duterte to Push Ahead With Name-Shame in Drug War as Deaths Rise”, 

Bloomberg, Available at: http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-08-03/duterte-to-push-ahead-
with-name-shame-in-drug-war-as-deaths-rise 

• Gibson, (2016) “Olympic Games 2016: how Rio missed the gold medal for human rights”, The Guardian, 
Available at: https://www.theguardian.com/sport/2016/aug/02/olympic-games-2016-rio-human-rights

• Kitson, (2016), “Yusra Mardini delights with butterfly heat win for Refugee Olympic Team” The Guardian
• Rehman (2016) “'Honor killings': Why Pakistan must act against this brutality”, CNN, Available at: http://

edition.cnn.com/2016/05/15/opinions/pakistan-honor-killings-rehman/
• UN, “Turkey: In call with Foreign Minister, Ban seeks update on current probe into attempted coup” UN 

News Centre, Available at: http://www.un.org/apps/news/story.asp?NewsID=54583#.V6sIMPkrLIU
• Watts (2016) “Rio Olympics linked to widespread human rights violations, report reveals” The Guardian, 

Available at: https://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/dec/08/rio-olympics-2016-human-rights-
violations-report
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Shocking 
report reveals 

killing of 
unarmed 

Biafra 
supporters

By Steve Shaw 

Harrowing reports of a security crackdown that resulted in the Nigerian army gunning 
down a number of unarmed civilians have emerged after an investigation by Amnesty 
International.

The human rights group collected evidence from eyewitnesses, morgues and hospitals 
and confirmed that the Nigerian army carried out the attack at three locations in 
Onitsha town in Anambra state in the run up to a Biafran remembrance event.

According to witnesses the joint task force, made up of the Nigerian army, police and 
navy first swept through the town on the night of 29 May. They proceeded to raid 
homes and the St Edmunds Catholic Church where members of the Indigenous people 
of Biafra (IPOB) and hundreds of supporters from neighboring states were sleeping.

“At about midnight we heard someone banging the door,” a 32-year-old hairdresser 
who was in the church told Amnesty. “We refused to open the door but they 
forced the door open and started throwing teargas. They also started shooting 
inside the compound. 

“People were running to escape. I saw one guy shot in the stomach. He fell down but 
the teargas could not allow people to help him. I did not know what happened to the 
guy as I escaped and ran away.”

The violence from that night continued into the morning of 30 May and escalated. A 
whistle-blower and operative of the State Security Service (SSS) told Nigerian 
newspaper Premium Times that things turned deadly after the joint task force was 
ordered clear the event venue and roads of all “miscreants”.

Led by soldiers and a Major from the Nigerian Military Police, the task force stormed 
the streets and venue and soldiers opened fire at crowds, the whistle-blower described 
their actions as, “wasting people indiscriminately.”

Even bystanders and people in their homes and shops were not spared of stray bullets, 
he said.

In desperation injured pro-Biafra supporters began to approach the soldiers with their 
arms open wide, demanding that they should also be killed.

A witness described to Amnesty how soldiers opened fire on a group of 20 men and 
boys aged between 15 and 45: “I stood about two poles [approximately 100 metres] 
away from where the men were being shot and killed. I couldn’t quite hear what they 
were asking the boys, but I saw one boy trying to answer a question. He immediately 
raised his hands, but the soldiers opened fire…He lay down, lifeless. I saw this myself.”

Amnesty said that so far they been able to confirm 17 deaths in total but have received 
reports alleging that the number could be as high as over 40 and another 50 injured. In 
the whistle-blower’s account three military trucks were used to remove the dead 
and victims of the massacre were buried in a cemetery inside the Onitsha Army 
Barracks.

He goes on to detail a number of attempts made by the task force to abduct 
wounded victims and even their family members.
Amnesty’s Nigeria country director, M.K. Ibrahim called the days of violence “an 
outrageous use of unnecessary and excessive force”.
“These shootings, some of which may amount to extrajudicial executions, must be 
urgently and independently investigated and anyone suspected of criminal 
responsibility must be brought to justice,” he said.
In response to Amnesty’s report, H.A. Gambo, a colonel and deputy director of 
Army Public Relations, said the report was misleading and seeks to discredit the 
Nigerian Army. He claims the operation was conducted in order to maintain peace 
in the area while Biafra supporters “perpetrated a number of unimaginable atrocities 
to unhinge the reign of peace, security and stability in several parts of Anambra 
State.” 

He went on to dispute the claim that the protesters were unarmed and said a 
number of military personnel were injured after protesters used firearms and other 
crude weapons.
“The military and of course the other security agencies acted professionally within 
the extant Rules of Engagement to successfully de-escalate the budding anarchy in-
situ. It is rather inconceivable for any individual or group to have decided to 
inundate the general public with an anecdote of unverified narratives in order to 
discredit the Nigerian Army in the course of carrying out its constitutional duties 
despite the inexplicable premeditated and unprovoked attacks in the hands of the 
violent pro-Biafran mob,” he said.

The Biafran people have struggled for secession from Nigeria since the mid-1960s 
and the declaration of a republic was the primary cause for Nigeria’s brutal three-
year civil war, known as the Biafran War. By the time they surrendered to the 
Nigerian government over three million Biafran civilians were dead from fighting 
and starvation. The region was then reintegrated into Nigeria.

The legacy of ethnic rivalry and mistrust continues today and various reports have 
emerged over the years of government violence toward Biafran loyalists. 

This violence has sparked renewed protests calling for independence across the 
south east of the country. While many have been peaceful there have been a number 
of allegations of protesters being routinely attacked by the Nigerian police and army. 
The most recent figures released by the South-East Based Coalition of Human 
Rights Organizations (SBCHROs) state that a renewed government crackdown has 
resulted in the killing of 80 members of the IPOB and their supporters between 
August 30, 2015 and February 9, 2016 Amnesty International has also been 
researching the violence toward IPOB members and their supporters since January 
2016 and plan to publish a comprehensive report in the near future. The 
organisation has stated that their research has so far found evidence of at least five 
other incidents similar to the anniversary event in Onitsha alone.
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The End Of 
The Right 
To Strike?

By Natalie Lim
LLB Law,

University of Bristol

The Trade Union Bill received royal assent in May 2016. Since then, it has been decried as 
the “biggest crackdown on trade unions for 30 years launched by the Conservatives”. 
Arguably, the soon-to-be implemented Act is entirely inconsistent with any recognition 
of the right to strike, it does not adhere to the qualifying framework of lawfulness, 
legitimacy and proportionality, which would justify the restriction of workers’ collective 
rights. In the context of employment law, the UK only offers limited protection of human 
rights through legislation. With the potential scrapping of the Human Rights Act 1998, 
through which many employment rights are offered statutory protection, the 
consequences of this new Act are even more severe than before. 

Historical/Legal Context 
Given the way that legislation regulating industrial action is framed in the UK, in terms of 
statutory immunities, it has always been possible to argue that British workers do not 
enjoy a right to strike as such. Indeed, this was the position of Lloyd LJ in Metrobus Ltd v 
Unite the Union, where he declared that “English law does not of course recognize a right 
to strike”. Nonetheless, this right is recognized in a variety of international instruments, 
most significantly via Art 11 ECHR (incorporated domestically within the HRA 1998), 
the right to freedom of peaceful assembly and association. This enabling-right acts as a 
fundamental means of Trade Unions (TU) aiding workers in pursuing their collective 
rights, predominately through collective bargaining and industrial action. 

Although historically the odds have been in favour of great control of strikes (through 
political intervention and judicial creativity on economic torts), the seminal RMT case 
saw a rejection of the view that immunities from legal liability for taking strike action had 
to be narrowly construed. Elias LJ was clear that the legislation should be read in a “likely 
and workable” manner and not strictly against trade unions, and subsequent cases of 
Balfour Beatty v Unite and GMB v Mediclean have followed this. Nevertheless, upon 
application to the ECtHR, the Court declined to decide if this was an “essential element” 
of Article 11 and held that a ban on secondary action did not strike at the very “core” of 
Article 11. Though recognising that the UK was at the most restrictive end of the 
international spectrum, and that monitoring bodies of the ILO and Social Charter had 
condemned the total ban, the judgment emphasised the wide margin of appreciation the 
UK state enjoyed in this area. Thus it can be seen that even prior to the introduction of 
the Trade Union Act, the UK has never strongly recognised a right to strike. 

Industrial Action Ballots: Current Law
First, it should be noted that Trade Unions themselves are not immune to liability, 
although the Trade Disputes Act 1906 offers protection from certain torts “in 
contemplation of furtherance of a trade dispute” (known as the ‘golden formula’). In 
practice, because a strike always involves a tort, the focus of legal actions since the 1990s 
has tended to be less on the torts and more on whether the union is immune. S226 - 235 
TULRCA 1992 sets out the requirements for compliance with balloting rules, in order for 
unions to rely on the trade dispute defence. Breach of any of the “extremely detailed” 
steps (per Elias LJ), is used by employers to support injunction applications. As long the 
employer can show reasonable grounds for believing that the union has breached one of 
the many rules on lawful strikes, an injunction is likely. Moreover, it is irrelevant that the 
breach of procedure would have had no effect on the strike or that the employer is 
seeking to enforce a provision meant to protect the internal democracy of the union 
(Metrobus v Unite). 

Clause 2: The implementation of Cl 2 TUA raises the bar on an already-high standard. It sets out that at 
least 50% of those entitled to vote in ballot must; in comparison the current law only requires a simple 
majority of those voting (s.226(2)(iii)). This directly contradicts ILO Convention 87 - ballot thresholds 
must not make strikes very difficult and majority should be based on votes cast. Moreover, in the CFA 
Case 2698 (Australia), a 50% turnout was deemed excessive. This is expanded by research conducted by 
Darlington and Dobson, which found if the 50% turnout were imposed on 158 strikes 
between 2002-2014, only 85 would achieve the necessary democratic legitimacy for industrial action. 
The harsh requirement of Cl2 has been justified by the desirability of strikes only as a last resort 
(Consultation paper), and in cases where strike is deemed necessary, to increase turnout. Notably, 
Caroline Lucas MP and McCluskey have questioned the failure to implement electronic balloting within 
the TUB. Electronic voting could achieve increased levels of workers turnout due to improved 
accessibility and efficiency within the balloting process, compared to the current archaic postal balloting 
system within TULRCA. It is submitted this would provide a practical, pragmatic solution to the 
additional legal and regulatory hurdles upon workers’ collective rights within Clause 2-3 of the TUB. 
Arguably, the true motivation of the new threshold is to make it more difficult for TUs to mount 
campaigns of industrial action, in line with Government’s long history of hostility towards strikes.
Clause 3: Cl 3 further complicates things by requiring that at least 40% of those who were entitled to 
vote in the ballot give their approval (new s.226(2C)). It introduces complicated provisions related to 
“important public services” (IPS) and apply where “the majority of those entitled to vote in the ballot are 
normally engaged in” (a) the provision of IPS or (b) services that are ancillary to IPS. The draft Industrial 
Action (Important Public Services) Regulations 2016 provides guidance on what constitutes IPS (eg. 
health, education, fire services, transport, border security). However, services ancillary to IPS are harder 
to determine and it is foreseeable that TUs will face difficulties in working out when this provision 
applies. In the 2015 Consultation on Ballot Thresholds in IPS, the picture painted is one in which the 
interests of striking workers stand in direct conflict not with those of their employers, but with those of 
other worker-consumers. “People have the right to expect that services on which they and their families 
rely are not going to be disrupted at short notice by strikes that have the support of only a small 
proportion of union members.” Legally speaking, there is, of courses, no such “right” under domestic, 
European or international law. The right to strike, on the other hand, is legally guaranteed within each of 
these contexts. Thus this argument must fail in terms of proportionality.
The combined effect of Cl2 and 3 is a double threshold that hinders strikes in both large and small 
organizations. Moreover, the requirement in cl.2 that an absolute majority of all the workers involved in 
the industrial action vote in favor of it would likely be judged unreasonable, since it “could excessively 
hinder the possibility of carrying out a strike, particularly in large enterprises”. Similarly, the 40% 
approval requirement indirectly affects smaller unions, as 1 or 2 dissenters can constitute a larger 
percentage. 
Clause 4: S229 TULRCA as amended by Cl.4, requires a great amount of detail regarding the 
trade dispute & strike action, & is justified as a measure to promote informed decision making (Bole). In 
practice, this is clearly detrimental to the union as breaches can easily occur on a technicality, 
thus removing “trade dispute” immunity. Moreover, there have been suggestions of breach if there is 
“any more detail that a union could reasonably give”, thus implying an extremely onerous 
standard that erodes the already limited defense. While the case of RMT suggests that courts are now 
more wary of invalidating ballots on a technicality, if this is the law, the courts would have to enforce the 
standard as it is. 

Conclusion
The detailed procedures  in TULRCA Part V, probably still ‘the most restrictive union 
laws in the Western world’, already ensure that strikes only take place with 
membership approval in a secret postal ballot, under the bright light of independent 
scrutiny. As mentioned above, the UK already has a very weak (if any) legal right to 
strike. The introduction of the Trade Union Act worsens the situation, effectively 
voiding any content it might have had in the past. 
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1. Mr. Collado-Ruano, you are the President of Educar para Virir, NGO and Founder and 
Director of Edition at Global Education Magazine (GEM), an e-journal supported by UNESCO 
and UNHCR. Would you like to share a few words with us about these initiatives?
Sure Nassia, with pleasure. Educar para Vivir NGO is the result of our volunteer experience as 
professors in Peru, Palestine, and Dominican Republic in 2011. We were a small group of colleagues 
with energy to transform local realities. This humanitarian experience allows us to understand much 
better many social issues in developing regions. Our goal is to promote the formation of different 
educational agents in innovative methodological techniques, with an international and holistic 
perspective, in order to get the awareness for current problems of the world-society. To do this, we 
start from the Global Citizenship Education approach to create a cognitive conflict between the 
various educational actors and build a significant learning as an entrepreneurial fruits sustained in 
practice, as for example in the performance and participation of citizens in solving social and 
ecological problems. On the other hand, Global Education Magazine is inspired by universal values 
of the Declaration of Emerging Human Rights that aims to contribute to achieve the Sustainable 
Development Goals lead by United Nations (SDG) which is supported by the Regional Offices of 
Latin America and the Caribbean of UNESCO and UNHCR. An initiative launched by the teaching 
team that formulated the proposal most voted in the group “Sustainable Development for the 
Eradication of Poverty in Rio+20”. Global Education Magazine is an educational e-journal with 
international character that seeks to promote ideas and experiences from the work of educational 
professionals, as well as NGOs, Voluntary Associations, Supranational, National, Regional and Local 
Institutions and Organizations, that struggle every day to achieve the SDGs.

2. How can we and other people, who are interested in Global Education Magazine’s work and 
activities, participate or contribute to GEM and who should we contact?
At the moment we are looking to broaden our horizons and change the format. After more than four 
years of experiences in many countries, publishing interviews, news, and promoting educational 
events, we want to record documentaries in high quality. This is a big step that takes time, of course. 
That is why our activities are focused in other paths right now. However, we are still publishing 
many articles of opinion and promoting international events around the world. If someone wants to 
participate in GEM, just email us at globaleducationmagazine@gmail.com. We are always happy to 
help in the dissemination of sustainable practices and ideas.

3. When did you start working on human rights and what was your inspiration that made you 
want to work on this field?
My first real experience was in Peru, during my volunteer experience as professor in the rural areas 
of Piura, Peru. Along my partner, we both make an amateur documentary called “Education for Life 
– A Critical International Volunteer Experience.” Here we explained our educational practices on 
human rights and sustainable development, with all difficulties we found there. One of the biggest 
problems we found was the lack of information in the rural area where we were teaching. We were 
training pedagogical skills to all professors of kindergarten, primary, and secondary schools. Some of 
those professors told us about social, malnutrition, health, and environmental issues of the village. I 
crash into reality when my Peruvian friend told me about a case of rape between one father and his 
daughter. Unfortunately, many people use alcohol as a scape tract and the situation only becomes 
worst. Usually, poor people of those areas are living in houses of just one room. This means all 
family, parents and children, are sharing the same space to live and sleep. According to my Peruvian 
friend, one night this father arrived drunk at home and he rape his old daughter. I was very shocked 
when he explained me that everyone knows about such case but no one made anything to help this 
family. As result, a couple of years later he raped again his younger daughter. What an insane 
situation is that?
I was deeply depressed during many days after I have known this story. Of course, my Eurocentric 
vision about the world did not help me in that moment. It makes me sick and I expend many days in 
bed trying to understand my role in such context. After some days, I had a great idea to help local 
people to be informed about all their needs. I decided to create and coordinate a radio program, the 
most used media in the area. Along with my friends of “Radio Cutivalu” we invited local expert 
people to interview them in live, in order to allow listeners to call us by phone and ask whatever they 
wanted to. Every week we created different spaces and topics to have a holistic and multidimensional 
approach to all their needs: malnutrition, anemia, preventive health, hygiene habits in the 
community, peace on school and violence at home, the game as a learning method, reading 
comprehension, gender equity education, post-secondary studies, inclusive education, and so on.

Therefore, I understand education is not only a basic human right, but it is also an essential 
component of economic and social development. In my opinion, education is the main resort 
and the greatest wealth that a society can have. It is clear that the sum of educated people in the 
same values of democracy and solidarity will open the possibility for  social transformation.

4. Despite the young of your age you have a remarkable academic background while you 
are also teaching as a Professor of International Relations & Philosophy at the University of 
Bahia. You have met, worked with and interviewed significant public figures and activists 
such as Peace Activist and Nobel Peace Prize Laureate Leymah Gbowee and Dr. Katherine 
Müller-Marin, Representative of UNESCO to Vietnam. What does motivate you and what 
would you advise on other young people that they wish to follow your example?
Well, I always say that life is a game and we are not going to survive in any case. So we have 
nothing to lose in our daily fight. At the same time, my life philosophy is to get lost in the 
world to find myself. Then, all projects I am involved as professor and journalist allow me to 
discover our human condition in relationship with our natural environment. My main 
motivation is to learn before, and sharing later. I think this is contagious and maybe it is the 
reason why Mrs. Irina Bokova, UNESCO Director General, accepted to become our Honorary 
Membership at GEM. All UNESCO directors and Nobel Peace Prize I have interviewed during 
the last years given me the chance to learn a bit more about how to focus my activities and 
motivations. Despite they all are older than me, I really felt they had much more energy than 
me! For example, Mrs. Cecile Guidote Alvarez, Director at UNESCO DREAM Center in the 
Philippines, is one of my best role models to follow. I personally learnt from her that Art 
Education is a powerful key to play in releasing trauma, in promoting healing and in catalyzing 
positive change. Education highlights the importance of cultural diversity, and it reinforces 
behaviors and values for deeper social cohesion. 
Of course, I also met many amazing young people in my road. We are the “Millennial 
Generation”, who are digitally native and with dreams beyond national borders. Probably, we 
are the most powerful generation in human history. In few years we will increase all our 
networks and we will make a deep transformation in our societies and the world. We are 
starting to live in the paradigm of Cosmodernity, where scientific knowledge of an external 
physical universe converges with the spiritual knowledge of an inner emotional universe. We 
must develop a self-consciousness dialogue to learn how to feel-think-act in harmony with our 
feelings, our thoughts, and our actions. This is the only advice I could give to young people – 
find themselves and explore their potential.

5. What change do you hope/wish to bring to the world through your work?
We must assume we cannot change the world. There are many physical laws we are not 
available to change. However, we can change the way we see and we feel our existence with the 
world. I try to work in all fields that make me happy, and the only thing I wish with my job is 
to empower people to become more critical. As I said before, we are not going to survive to the 
life game, so we have nothing in our pockets to lose in our fight to transform our social 
realities. I could not support the image of my child crying and asking me why I fail in my fight. 
Paradoxically, they are going to live in the planet we give them, but they have not voice and 
rights to claim. We must be aware they are hidden in all our actions and, then, work in 
consequence. 

6. If you could broadcast a message/advice to the whole world what would that be?
There are no magical solutions, but a good beginning would be to switch off your TV and open 
a book in your closed garden. Love others with no limits and do not forget to improve your 
context with Ubuntu philosophy. Amandla CRW!
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Introduction
The Rohingya conflict in Myanmar has for long produced severe human 
rights abuses, leading Human Rights Watch to categorize the conflict as ethnic 
cleansing. Today about 140,000 Rohingyas are living in IDP camps and about 
300,000 refugees live in Bangladesh. Instead of addressing the underlying 
issues sustaining the conflict, both the former military- and the newly 
established democratic government continue to view the Rohingyas as the 
cause of the conflict.
The Rohingyas are known to be Muslims of the Mayu Frontier area of 
Rakhine state, located in the western part of Myanmar. Not formally 
recognised as citizens by the Myanmar government this minority group is 
effectively stateless. The 1982 Myanmar Citizenship Law has become the 
official instrument for the legal exclusion of the Rohingyas but socio-political 
practises have also been responsible for an informal exclusion of this minority 
group. Institutionalised religious discrimination has manufactured cultural 
differences that sustain ethnic discrimination and effectively render the 
Rohingyas stateless.

Formal exclusion
The legal exclusion of the Rohingyas can be seen a result of the ethno-political 
shift during the post-independence years. During this period the Rohingyas 
had been granted full legal status under the 1947 Constitution. However, the 
formal citizenship status lost much of its value when General Ne Win seized 
power through a coup d’état in 1962. A consequence of the increased 
discrimination against ethnic minorities during the time of the military 
dictatorship, the revised Citizenship Law formally excluded Rohingyas from 
the list of ethnic minority groups in 1982 (Cheung, 2011). It is within this 
context that discrimination against the Rohingyas has become not only 
routinised but also legalised. Being denied access to social or political services, 
the situation of the Rohingyas represents a dispossession of Arendt’s notion of 
‘right to have rights’. Arendt (1976) based her research on issues of 
rightlessness faced by people who find themselves outside the borders of the 
state. However, in the case of the Rohingyas the theory put forward by Giorgio 
Agamben (1998) is more relevant. He argued that rights are only preserved 
within the figure of the citizen. In the case of non-citizens, the ‘right to have 
rights’ breaks as they are seen as rightless individuals. Such exclusive 
citizenship creates a division between ‘us’ and ‘them’ which has materialised 
itself through human rights violations against the Rohingyas.
In 1978 operation Naga Min resulted in widespread executions, rape, and 
brutal targeting of the Rohingya population. In 1991 operation Pyi Thaya led 
to further violence and the flight of 200,000 Rohingya to Bangladesh. More 
recently, violence against the Rohingyas escalated in the 2012 riots, which led 
to 80 recorded deaths, the displacement of more than 20,000 people, and the 
burning of thousands of homes.

Informal exclusion
Benedict Anderson (1991) argued in his account of nationalism that 
sovereignty over geographical regions is a relatively modern concept and that 
the ‘western’ notion of border and the control of geographical space began 

developing with the emergence of a colonial world system, leading to a 
‘westernised’ understanding of identity, mainly based on geographical boarders. 

Anderson's notions of nationalism and identity are useful when exploring the 
legacy of Myanmar, the feeling of a collective identity in the country and the 
impact colonialism have had on the society. Supporting Anderson’s theory, Trude 
Jacobsen (2013) has provided thorough research on the Rohingya crisis and argued 
that due to an increase of borders in colonial times, notions of ethnic identity 
emerged in this region especially during the nation state building process after 
1948. Difficulties in defining citizenship due to ethnic differences developed and 
some scholars argued that the Rohingyas are indigenous to the Rakhine State, while 
others claimed that they migrated to Myanmar from Bengal primarily during the 
period of British rule. This cross-border migration debate further fuels discussions 
about whether to define Myanmar citizenship based on ancestry or residence.

Based on the analysis from Anderson and Jacobsen, the nation state building 
process in Myanmar came to exclude certain minority groups by constructing an 
‘imagined community’ (Anderson, 1991). This applies to the Rohingya, who the 
Myanmar state has for long considered to be incompatible with the ideals of 
Burmese society and who are therefore excluded from the shared community. 
Moreover, efforts to establish a homogeneous and united Myanmar through the 
forceful prohibition of other ethnic languages, cultures, and religions took place 
under the authoritarian regime, a process referred to as Bamarnisation. By 
implementing a set of discriminatory policies targeting all ethnic groups but the 
Bamar, the regime tried to assimilate all non-Bamar groups into a shared Burmese 
culture and identity, with one shared religion - Buddhism (Berlie, 2008).

Conclusion
The Rohingyas have been rendered stateless on a legal basis. However, just as 
importantly they find themselves without the possibility to partake in any social 
and political activities. Severe human rights abuses directed against minority 
groups in Myanmar and laws sustaining these practices normalised and legalised 
discriminatory behaviour against the Rohingyas. Since the newly established 
democratic government came to power in November 2015 a growing number of 
voices from Myanmar and the international community have called for justice and 
an end of the systematic repression of the Rohingyas. However, their situation 
remains largely unchanged.
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INTRODUCTION
The Constitution of the Federal Democratic Republic of Ethiopia (the FDRE Constitution, 
hereafter) recognizes the rights of nations, nationalities and peoples of Ethiopia to express 
promote and develop their culture.  The Constitution goes on to state under Article 78(5) that 
customary courts may be established up on the decision of the parliament. Arguably, this 
provision recognizes the possibility of adopting customary laws since, undoubtedly, customary 
Courts apply customary laws. On the other hand, the Constitution itself recognizes a number of 
human rights.  Ethiopia has also ratified most of the core international human rights treaties and 
regional human rights instruments.  Under Article 9(4) of the Constitution, it is 
provided that all international agreements ratified by Ethiopia (including human rights treaties) 
are integral part of the law of the land. However, the application of customary law may entail 
violation of the human rights of individuals recognized under international human rights treaties 
ratified by Ethiopia. In such cases, it is essential to adopt mechanisms of reconciling such tension. 
This essay will consider how the tension between customary law and human rights is addressed 
under the FDRE Constitution. The objective of the study is to suggest the proper mode of 
interpretation of the Constitution whenever tension arises between the constitutionally 
recognized human rights of individuals and customary laws in the Country. The study will 
generally involve comparison of the pertinent legal provisions of the FDRE Constitution dealing 
with customary laws with international human rights treaties ratified by Ethiopia. For the sake of 
broader understanding, comparison of Ethiopian laws with other countries will also be made 
whenever necessary.

II. ADDRESSING THE TENSION BETWEEN CUSTOMARY LAWS AND
HUMAN RIGHTS IN ETHIOPIA
In recognizing customary laws, the FDRE Constitution has made it clear that the scope of 
application of customary laws is limited to disputes relating to personal &  family laws. Article 
34(5) reads: “This Constitution shall not preclude the adjudication of disputes relating to 
personal and family laws in accordance with religious or customary laws, with the consent of the 
parties to the dispute. Particulars shall be determined by law”. Only disputes arising from 
personal & family matters such as issues related to contract, marriage, succession & other private 
affairs are permitted to be adjudicated by the instrumentality of customary laws. It may, however, 
happen that a given customary rule may run counter the interest of individuals. Which one 
should take precedence in such cases? To cite practical example, it is the customary practice 
within certain areas of the southern part of Ethiopia that woman are used as compensation to 
settle disputes. Clearly, this practice is against her right to personal security, her right to 
liberty, her right to dignity and etc. If courts are grappled with a case objecting this human rights 
violation of the girl, can they nullify the customary practice? Or should they uphold the practice? 
Is there an answer under the Constitution? 
In the opinion of the present author, the issue is not clearly settled in the FDRE Constitution. Of 
course, the Constitution has provided under Article 9(2) that:”The Constitution is the supreme 
law of the land. Any law, customary practice or a decision of an organ of state or a public official 
which contravenes this Constitution shall be of no effect”. 

However, this provision cannot serve to outlaw customary practices that violate human rights 
since customary laws are also given constitutional recognition. As considered at the outset, the 
FDRE Constitution grants every nation, nationalities and people to exercise, promote and 
develop their culture. This right allows every nation, nationalities and people to apply customary 
laws. As one can discern, this right is given paramount concern by the Constitution since it is 
among the rights that cannot be derogated away even in a state of emergency and its amendment 
procedure is quite stringent.
However, Article 13(2) of the FDRE Constitution indicates that human rights entitlements 
cannot be violated by customary practices. This Article provides that the rights guaranteed under 
Chapter 3 of the Constitution (the chapter which recognizes customary law) should be 
interpreted in light of international human rights instruments ratified by Ethiopia. International 
instruments ratified by Ethiopia, on the other hand, provide that customary practices that violate 
the human rights of individuals should not be given effect. 

The International Convention on the Elimination of all forms of Discrimination against 
Women (CEDAW), for example, under Article 2(f) requires States Parties to take all 
appropriate measures, including legislation, to modify or abolish existing customs and 
practices which constitute discrimination against women. Since Ethiopia is a party to the 
CEDAW, the constitutional provision recognizing customary laws is expected to be in line with 
it. This will entail that although customary laws are given Constitutional recognition, they will 
not be treated as lawful if they entail infringement of the human rights of women. In similar 
vein, the Convention on the Rights of the Child (the CRC) under Article 24 requires States to 
abolish customary practices that violate the human rights of children. As a party to this human 
rights instrument, customary practices in Ethiopia are expected to comply with the standard set 
forth under this treaty. In elaborating the right to culture guaranteed under the ICESCR, the 
Committee on the ICESCR has held that the right to culture, which comprises the right to 
customary law, is not absolute. 
It stated: Applying limitations to the right of everyone to take part in cultural life may be 
necessary in certain circumstances, in particular in the case of negative practices, including 
those attributed to customs and traditions that infringe upon other human rights.      
To sum up, although customary laws are given recognition under the FDRE Constitution, they 
cannot be considered lawful practices if they bring about violations of the human rights of 
individuals. This approach is also practiced in other States in Africa. Although customary law is 
given Constitutional recognition in most African States,  they provide a limit to the application 
of such laws. Most African States such as South Africa, Nigeria and Cameroon deploy 
repugnancy test (also called repugnancy doctrine, principle or clause) which describes a 
statutory limitation to the application of customary law.  In Cameroon, for example, the 
Southern Cameroons High Court Law (SCHL), 1955.provides duality test for the enforcement 
of customary law —the repugnancy and incompatibility tests.  In similar fashion, the 
Customary Courts Law Cap 40, Laws of Rivers State of Nigeria provides that customary laws 
should be tested against the principles of natural justice, equity and good conscience. 

III. CONCLUDING REMARKS
It has been considered that the FDRE Constitution provides no clear answer for the tension 
between customary law and human rights. However, since Article 13(2) requires human rights 
under Chapter 3(a chapter which recognizes customary law) to be interpreted in light 
of international human rights treaties ratified by Ethiopia, it has been argued that customary 
laws should not be permitted to entail infringement of human rights. The practice in other 
African States shows that customary laws are subject to limitation by the instrumentality of 
repugnancy test. According to this test, customary laws will apply only if they do not go 
against the laws adopted by the government, natural justice, equity and etc. Courts in 
Ethiopia can draw important lesson from such practices to address the potential tension 
between customary laws and human rights.
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The “Orlando nightclub shooting”, where LGBTI people have been killed 
by an individual calling himself an IS fighter, has been one of the deadliest 
act of violence against LGBTI people. This crime has recalled attention on 
the issue of violence against people having a different sexual orientation.
Indeed, LGBTI people are victims of violence on a daily basis in a number 
of countries worldwide. It is not just an issue concerning developing 
States or confessional States (i.e. those where Sharia law is enforced). 
Hate crimes related to sexual orientation often occur in Western States 
where human rights, the principle of equality and the principle non-
discrimination seem to be self-evident and interiorized by the population.
However, one of the main obstacles in the battle against hate-related 
crimes – when they are based on sexual orientation –  is the lack of 
legislation in this specific context. Hate crimes legislation mostly regards 
ethnicity (i.e. racism), sex, nationality, religion, and gender identity. 
Sexual orientation is included in the scope of application of hate crimes 
only in some States.

Legally speaking, protecting human rights means establishing a set of 
binding rules aimed at preventing violations. 
In general, a legal rule, in order to be effective must precisely identify its 
own scope of application, i.e. using precise words able to design specific 
(punishable) behaviors. The failure to do so brings to the impossibility to 
prosecute authors of a potential unlawful acts.

Therefore, in legal terms, words count.
Those who support the introduction of a specific reference to sexual 
orientation in the bigger frame of hate crimes legislation usually focus on 
the argument of ‘homophobia’. 
In Italy, for instance, supporters of this kind of legal provisions explicitly 
recall attention on the issue of homophobia and claim for a specific law 
punishing it. 

I contend that by using the word ‘homophobia’, we are not actually 
understanding the issue at stake. 
People who hate black people are usually called racist not ‘colorphobic’ . 
Those who hate women are called misogynist, not ‘femalephobic’. 
Those who attack LGBTI people are not afraid; they do not feel fear; they 
just hate them, because they are disgusted by LGBTI people’s way of life.
The ‘linguistic element’ of hatred is normally enclosed in the word needed 
to describe a specific hate-related behavior by using the suffix “-ism” or 
the prefix “miso”. 

Using the suffix “phobia” indicates fear, feelings like anxiety toward a 
specific group of people, which is usually not the case when we consider 
crimes against LGBTI people.

My claim might appear merely a semantic issue with no relevant 
implications for the legislator, or – generally speaking – for those who 
work in the field of human rights protection (lawyers, legal advisors, etc.). 

Nonetheless, since legal rules are the expression of particular legal 
culture, they might anticipate and thus prompt a social cultural 
advancement. Though I am not a sociologist, I believe the 
contribution of sociology of law might explain the role of law in this 
context.
According to Ehrlich, a legal system is a social structure which 
identifies the position of an individual (a subordinate or higher 
position) in society. In doing so, a legal system resembles other 
systems whose structure is not legal at all, e.g. religious systems, 
moral systems, etc. In other words, he notices how the law should be 
understood not only as a sum of statutes and judgments. 
Thus, opposing Kelsen’s formalistic view of law, Ehrlich emphasizes 
the importance of non-legal provisions, observing how uncodified 
rules might condition behaviors at the individual and institutional 
level. 
A formalistic approach to law might explain how a legal system 
works ‘from within’, i.e. according to formal procedures of norms-
generation and norms-application, while it is not able to do so ‘from 
the outside’. Where does legitimacy come from? Indeed, depending 
on the observer – a jurist or non-jurist – one might perceive a legal 
provision either as legal or as legitimate. Within the system as far as a 
norm is perceived legal there is no issue; outside the system, a norm 
might well be legal but at the same time perceived as illegitimate. 
Hence, legal provisions do not only impose rules (lawfulness), they 
also recognize previous normative values, as they are in society 
before the creation of a legal text (legitimacy).
According to Weber the distinction between law and society should 
not be conceived as a model in which X precedes Y (e.g. social norms 
precede legal norms). In society a number of different cultures might 
coexist and the legal system might consider only few of them as 
worth to be codified and fixed over the others. 
Thus, a legal system might promote the development of a more 
inclusive culture by criminalizing violent behaviors against LGBTI 
people. 
In doing so, the wording of statutory provisions must precisely 
identify those behaviors by using specific words because legal norms 
can either create or strengthen normative societal values of tolerance 
towards LGBTI people.
In the case of hate crimes against LGBTI people, I believe it is 
extremely important to abandon the expression ‘homophobia’ in 
favor of a neologism, namely ‘misomosexism’.
This new word can easily describe what is often behind intolerance 
against LGBTI people.
We need anti-misomosexism laws not to fight fear but hate.
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On 23th of May, the United Nations World Humanitarian 
Summit (WHS) was held in Istanbul, Turkey. 
The Summit which lasted 2 days and organized by the United 
Nations Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs 
aimed “to help share knowledge and establish common best 
practices among the wide spectrum of organizations involved 
in humanitarian action” (UN Secretary General, Ban Ki-Moon).

World leaders gathered around the world to discuss and take 
action against human sufferings, focusing, according to the UN, 
on five key responsibilities:

1. Prevent and end conflict
2. Respect rules of war
3. Leave no one behind
4. Working differently to end need
5. Invest in humanity

 “We are here to shape a different future […] Today we declare: 
We are one humanity, with a shared responsibility” said UN S-
G, Ban Ki-Moon. 

According to the UN, the summit brought together “173 UN 
member states, 55 heads of state and governments, 
approximately 350 people from the private sector, and more 
than 2000 civil society and NGO representatives”, with goal to 
improve humanitarian response and end human sufferings.  

However, the Summit that resulted in around 1500 
commitments aiming to reform humanitarian aid and action to 
world crises was characterised by a number of significant 
absences. Apart from German Chancellor Angela Merkel who 
attended the Summit, many countries’ representatives, and 
remarkably the ones from G7 countries, did not attend. 

Ban Ki Moon expressed his disappointment over these absences 
and stated that "the absence of these leaders from World 
Humanitarian Summit does not provide an excuse for 
inaction."

The summit has been intensively criticized by aid groups and 
humanitarian organizations; earlier in May Médecins Sans 
Frontières (MSF) pulled out from the Summit making the following 
statement: 
"With regret, we have come to the decision to pull out of the 
summit. 

We no longer have any hope that the WHS will address the 
weaknesses in humanitarian action and emergency response, 
particularly in conflict areas or epidemic situations. Instead, the 
WHS’s focus would seem to be an incorporation of humanitarian 
assistance into a broader development and resilience agenda. 
Further, the summit neglects to reinforce the obligations of states to 
uphold and implement the humanitarian and refugee laws which 
they have signed up to" 

In 2015 other leading aid agencies including Oxfam International, 
Save the Children and others raised their concerns over the lack 
of humanitarian action to respond and its inability to adapt 
effectively to the different fundamental characteristics such as 
gender, age, and disability, “criticizing the omission of marginalized 
groups from the preparatory statement for the World 
Humanitarian Summit [this year].”

Sources:

• "World Humanitarian Summit at risk of neglecting marginalized groups",
Oxfam America Press Release (23.12. 2015)

• “MSF to pull out of World Humanitarian Summit”, Médecins Sans Frontières
(MSF) Press Release (05.05.2016) Available at: http://www.msf.org.uk/article/
msf-to-pull-out-of-world-humanitarian-summit

• “World Humanitarian Summit 2016", International Council of Voluntary
Agencies.

• Jones S, (2016) “Everything you need to know about the world humanitarian
summit” The Guardian.

• Purvis (2016), "Visualising a better world: new UN icons refocus
humanitarian values", The Guardian.

• The Secretary-General - Press Conference with President Erdogan of Turkey
at the World Humanitarian Summit, Istanbul 2016-05-24
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CITIZEN & DUTY BEARER 
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENTS 

KEY TO PROMOTING 
THE RIGHTS OF THE 

MARGINALISED PEOPLE

By Evalyne Achan

Citizen-Duty bearer engagement or Dialogues as a means of enhancing 
participation, governance and service delivery, has greatly help to increase 
the level of awareness of legal rights, by under-represented communities 
and marginalized people in Uganda. 

The gap between the duty bearers and the community, which was 
characterized by fear and cases of abuse of authority riding on the 
ignorance of the people, has been bridged and the traditionally conflictual 
relationship between the two, improved greatly. 

Networking and collaborations between the duty bearers, has been on the 
rise, and there is increasing use of the referral networks, to enhance 
delivery of justice to the marginalized people.

By law the different duty bearers have a role, duties and responsibilities to 
its citizens. Also the citizen have roles and responsibilities attached to 
their full enjoyment of their right. However in most developing countries 
this is not a reality, as the citizens view the duty bearers as an elephant 
that they cannot approach or fight, and the duty bearers view the citizens 
as a mess house mouse with no voice to demand their rights, and hence 
the power-holders are traditionally denying their citizens basic rights and 
services, which undeniably is a violation of their rights.
However, this thinking and perception in most developing countries can 
be changed, although it will be a slow and time-consuming process, but 
change can come, just like in a number of other developing countries who 
embraced human rights the last decades. 

From what I have learned from my experience as a Human rights activist 
and development worker, is that the key is to bring the elephant and the 
mouse together. They need to proceed on a basis of mutual 
understanding, through Citizen and Duty Bearer engagement and 
common endeavors, to design policies that will profit all society, with 
dialogue as means of enhancing participation, governance and service 
delivery to increase on the level of awareness of legal rights by 
communities and marginalized people’s rights. The active citizens and the 
duty bearers need to discuss shortfalls by duty bearers in service delivery, 
monitoring rights violations, and human rights and dignity of different 
members of the community especially; women, youth and PWDs which 
in turn makes the community to stand up against any human rights 
abuses by Bearer and demand for adequate and efficient  services from the 
Duty bearers. An agenda with that common goals for human rights 
protection, will require an increased assessment of the services provided 
to citizens, especially as far as their rights enjoyment is concerned, what 
services are available for them, who provides them and where they are 
accessed. 

Citizen duty bearer engagement sessions have also been effective 
means for the dissemination of information to the community on 
their rights, available services and the roles which each duty bearer is 
to take. 
Citizens have duties and rights, but they are able to hold their 
government accountable for failing to deliver basic freedoms and 
services to its citizens.
The Citizen and Duty Bearers dialogue sessions, will also help in 
building the capacity of citizens to demand their rights on domestic, 
inheritance, property ownership related issues as well, which in turn 
grows their capacity to engage in social, economic and 
developmental rights activities.
The sessions will also help build the confidence  of the marginalised 
members of the communities, in order to exercise their 
constitutional rights and participate in development work and 
elective politics /leadership in their society. The traditional 
diminished roles available to these citizens, where they believed only 
belonged to a certain age; sex and experience, will give them the 
tools and knowledge to  monitor human rights situations, violations 
and at the same time mobilize their communities to participate and 
monitor development projects, empower them in asking their 
leaders questions and hold them accountable, as well as put them to 
task to deliver and in some cases even encourage citizens to run for 
leadership roles in the community.
On the side of the duty bearers these dialogues will enable them to 
learn the issues affecting their people and their communities, to find 
out what kind of services they need, and for the rights violator to 
know that they can be reported to their bosses and be held 
accountable.
Above all, the gap between the duty bearers and the community, 
which is characterized by fear and cases of abuse of authority, is 
powered and perpetuated by the lack of information, education, and 
is growing based on the ignorance of the people. This bad 
relationship, can be bridged  improved, by collaborating and 
working together, and by ensuring that the human rights of all 
people, even marginalized ones are being protected, as well as by 
ensuring that justice and the rule of law applies to all, both citizens 
and duty bearers.
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THE CONFLICT 
BETWEEN THE 

STATE AND 
MOTORBIKE RIDERS 

IN SIERRA LEONE – 
WHAT IS AT STAKE?

By Amidu Kalokoh 
Research Assistant 

Centre for Development and 
Security Analysis

Government of Sierra Leone and the Sierra Leone Commercial Motor Bike Riders 
Union are in opposite sides which resulted into pandemonium across Freetown 
amidst the former’s decision to restrict the latter from certain areas within the city. 
The government, through its responsibility to ensure safety and wellbeing of its 
people has placed a ban on commercial motorbikes from running within the Central 
Business District (CBD) in the capital, Freetown much to the annoyance of 
motorbike riders.     

The brutal civil war in Sierra Leone left the country on its last legs with hard 
economic status for millions of its citizens. Means of survival became thin in the 
post-conflict period as national institutions were overwhelmingly weakened while 
huge portion of available resources had been exhausted during the war. The post-
war formal economic sector could not adequately provide for the growing 
population. Arguably, this circumstance forced thousands of people to the informal 
economic sector especially youths who could not make their way into the formal 
economic sector. A major rescue point for many, especially ex-combatants and 
other young people became motorbike (Okada) riding (Peters, 2007). Since then, 
Okada has become an indispensable means of economic livelihood for thousands of 
homes across the country.

As economic livelihood is unarguably a significant aspect of both individuals and 
states’ survival, okada riding has become a sigh of relief to many Sierra Leoneans- 
apart from improving the riders’ economic livelihood, the services render by okada 
riding provides wide array of advantages to the country’s development. It is evident 
that the emergence of okada riding has improved interconnectedness among people 
by movement. According to Bürge (2011), narrow tracks, bush paths and remote 
places are traversable on motorbike riders, which essentially speeds up economic 
activities as people and goods are swiftly moved from one point to another; this in a 
way created economic boom at least at the lowest level. In addition to that, the 
increase in okada riding also augments revenue generation through taxation, 
licenses, insurances and fuel utilization which is significant towards national 
development. Moreover, their services as ‘contact tracers’ during Ebola was 
momentous in defeating the deadly scourge. 

Notwithstanding the upside of okada riding, there is awareness that the business is 
also characterized by recklessness and lawlessness – perpetrated by okada riders. 
Whilst the Motor Bike Riders Union has the mandate of advocating a better end for 
its membership as well as encouraging riders to be law abiding, the state of accidents 
and other related crimes caused by the use of bikes has been alarming; in the process 
lives have been lost whiles many have suffered amputation. In addition to traffic 
congestion and irregularities okada riders are being accused of aiding criminal 
activities such as robbery and smuggling within and beyond the city. 

However, while it seems that the centre could not hold for the commercial 
motorbike riders’ union in ensuring that its members be law abiding, they posit that 
there are other riders who are not members to the Union but are flouting the laws 
and unfortunately being perceived by the public as members of the commercial 
motorbike union. This generality of membership has placed serious constrains on 
the Union.

Public opinion has it that Police Officers are central to the business 
which is a strong contributing factor to the ambiguities in ensuring 
that motorbike riders abide by rules and regulations. It is 
commonly claimed that Police Officers are also commercial bike 
owners; they are also serving as shields to other commercial bikes 
which are assigned to them in the instance of breach of the law in 
return for financial selfish gains. 

Amidst this condition the government passed a regulation that 
prohibits bike riding within the CBD where riding is economically 
viable than other areas in the city. This decision was this decision 
was condemned by the riders the riders and some members of 
the public citing economic constrictions, difficulties in 
transportation and impromptu decision as reasons for denial. 
However, motorbike riders’ union appeals for review of the 
decision have yielded no dividend to their advantage. Hence, the 
decision provoked sporadic riotous conducts in some quarters of 
the city which resulted into stoning, vandalizing and burning of 
a government vehicle and human injuries among other 
incidences. 
Some riders are of the opinion that this decision is a strategy 
instituted by government to evict them completely from the city. 
Whilst okada population constitutes an attractive political group 
there are mixed feelings to the situation- one school of thought is of 
the view that government could allow them to the CBD once again 
when their services are needed politically; on the other hand they 
could also be used by the opposition as a strong political base. In 
that regard, should national policies/laws be compromised for 
political gains? That remains to be seen. 

It is arguably judicious to think that government’s decision to place 
a ban on bike riding within the CBD is a laudable achievement to 
reduce the rate of accidents and related crimes. On the other hand, 
it is imperative to note that the decision has reduced the economic 
potency of some families in the city and its environs. Therefore, it is 
wise for government to diversify its citizens’ sources of survival 
while citizens in return should be law abiding and be supportive of 
amendable government policies for peace and development.
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  When do 
statelessness 

situations depend on 
the political power? 

By Jacques GBEHOU 
Human Rights Activist and 
Founder of RIGHT TO A 

STATE

As far as the status of stateless is concerned, all and sundry must 
be prudent to refrain from applying to people “the premature 
label of statelessness”. 

This is because statelessness is difficult to solve,  and it’s not 
always for technical and practical reasons of legal drafting 
and state capacity, but it’s because access to citizenship 
sometimes goes to the heart of political and economic power. 

In fact, it may happen that a particular State does not in 
practice follow the letter of the law. 

So there are situations where the written law is substantially 
modified when it comes to its implementation in practice(1).  
This means that discriminations may not come from the “Law”, 
but from people (mostly political leaders) in practice. 

As a result, a particular group of persons may be considered as 
citizens today, and end up being referred to as stateless another 
day, and vice versa. Cote d’Ivoire is a particular case to study.  

As already said, nationality is politically sensitive. In Côte 
d’Ivoire for instance, nationality code adopted at independence 
places many migrants descents into statelessness situation, 
because in pursuance of that code, nationality of origin was 
attributed automatically only on the basis of descent: to every 
child born in Côte d’Ivoire unless both of his or her parents were 
“foreigners”(2) , without a clear definition of who is 
“foreigner”, and many migrants descents were then referred to 
as “foreigners”. 

Despite this, the regime of President Felix Houphouët Boigny 
changed many things in practice, and created a relative easy 
access to national identity documents, promoted access to land, 
and granted foreigners rights of citizens, such as employment 
in public services, the right to vote, and many others. 

So those migrants who were doomed to statelessness end up 
being considered in practice as citizens, and enjoyed rights 
stemming from Ivorian citizenship.  

1) Handbook, para.24.
2) “Est ivoirien tout individu né en Côte d’Ivoire sauf si les deux parents sont étrangers”, Art 6 Loi 

No.61-415 portant Code de la nationalité ivoirienne. Art.7 provided for citizenship by descent for those 
born outside the country if one parent was Ivorian (l’enfant … né à l’étranger d’un parent ivoirien) – the 
importance of the difference in wording between the two articles was not clear.

3) Décision No.2005-04/PR du 15 juillet 2005 portant dispositions spéciales en matière de naturalisation ; 
Décision No. 2005-09/PR du 29 août 2005 relative au Code de la nationalité. Under Article 48 of the 
Constitution, a presidential decision can amend a law during a period of exception.

4) “Côte d'Ivoire becomes latest country to accede to statelessness conventions”, UNHCR Briefing Notes, 4, 
October 2013.

But, things changed in the mid-1990s, when Houphouët Boigny 
died. Ivorian political powers denied nationality documents to all 
those who were regarded to be of foreign origin, including the 
descendants of historical migrants, who had been integrated into 
Ivorian society, held Ivorian nationality documents and 
always considered themselves as Ivorians,  by adopting a series of 
measures.
In 2004, President Laurent Gbagbo, as part of the process of fulfilling 
the terms of the 2003 Linas-Marcoussis Agreement, proposed a draft 
law that would establish special temporary access to naturalization 
for specific groups of people of foreign origin living in Cote d’Ivoire. 
This 2004 law was amended in 2005 by two presidential decisions(3). 

In 2013, adoption of a law that again provides access to special 
temporary naturalization procedures revived the principles of the 
2004 law, as amended by the presidential decisions of 2005, enabling 
for a two-year time frame the same groups of persons to apply to 
acquisition of nationality through a less discretionary declaration 
procedure.  
However, there are still gaps in the new law that may render people 
stateless. As estimated by Ivorian government today, around 700,000 
persons are stateless or at risk of statelessness in the country (4). 

So in comparison with these relevant examples within a single 
country, we can maintain that talking about statelessness situation in a 
particular country may highly depend on the political power within 
that country. It’s thus prudent to refrain from applying to people 
“the label of statelessness” prematurely.

Sources
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Historically, France has been a multicultural society with Muslims being the 
second largest religious minority amounting about 5 to 10 percent of the total 
population. 

It is thus host to one of Europe’s largest Muslim immigrant population. There 
have been incidences ripe with inter-communal  tensions  within  the  French  
society  and  recently  the  after-math  of  Charlie Hebdo, the Jewish Kosher 
Supermarket attack and the most ghastly November 2015 attacks on Stade de 
France and later inside the Concert hall of Bataclan have opened a Pandora box 
of the Muslim question in France altogether. 

Retrospectively, the French Muslim population has had seen quite an array of 
legislation concerning the freedom of expression within the public sphere; that of 
the head scarves (especially for the Muslim immigrant population), the Jewish 
skull  caps  and  the  Sikh  turbans  as  well.  Meanwhile,  December  2003,  proved  
to  be  a  very decisive year in France for it marked an announcement very unique 
in French constitutional secular history when  French President Jacques Chirac  
announced  that Muslim headscarves, Jewish skullcaps, and large crosses were to 
be banned in French public schools, arguing that he intended to uphold the 
principle of laïcité, which is the pillar of the French Constitution.(1) 

In  March  2004,  the  French  parliament  approved  the  ban  with  276  votes  in  
favor  and  20 against. Studies showed that about 70% of the French population 
favored the ban as well as most of France’s political parties.(2)  Although 
this decree pertained to a ban on Christian, Jewish,  Muslim  and  Sikh  
religious  articles(3)   but  it  was  seen  to  be  specifically  targeting 
France’s Muslim immigrant community creating a deep sense of resentment 
among them as it was taken as an attempt  to force Muslim women to abandon 
their religious practice and an antithesis  of  freedom  and  equality.  

Wearing of  headscarves  for  Muslim  women  has  been  a practice in Islam from 
times immemorial. The pre Arab culture also manifested this practice even  
before  the  advent  of  Islam  and  thus  Hijab  is  seen  by  many  as  an  integral  
part  of  a costume that covers the head and its practice is not symbolic or a 
fashion or cultural statement but  rather  it  is  a  manifestation  of  being  a  
Muslim.(4)

Following  the  proceeding  of  this announcement of the ban set forth an 
international outcry regarding the separation of church and  state  and  the  
individual  right  to  freedom  of  expression,  prompting  responses  not  only 
from throughout Europe but in the United States and the Middle East.(5)

This  study  revolves  around  the  legal  analysis  of  the  Constitutional  ban  on  
headscarves  in France  in  the  light  of  the  legal  developments  that  preceded  
the  ban.  It  also  focuses  on justification of the ban in cognizance with the 
French law of secularism along with the pro and anti- ban responses from 
observers and legal experts. 

Last but not the least the French law is also scrutinized within the yardstick of the 
tradition in European and International law as well. 

Let  us  follow  the  sequence  of  the  events  and  procedures  that  constituted  
the  outcome  of  the  law through the prism of the French Secular politics.

The dynamics of the French Law
In France the concept of laïcité has been the founding stone for the French Democracy that 
entitles every individual to exercise the right of self -expression as entailed in the constitution. 
Let us dwell deep into the very foundations of French constitutional values.
French Secularism: A contextual point of view
France has been a self -declared Secular state. In fact, Secularism has been the corner stone of 
French Constitution. The French secularism dates back to the Law on Secularity (la loi sur la 
laïcité) of 1905. The law was promulgated as a consequence of the Dreyfus Affair, which 
undermined the stability of the Third Republic, and highlighted the discord between the 
religious bodies and the secular elites.(6) The roots of the right to freedom of religion 
and conscience in France can be traced back to the 1789 Revolution and the Declaration of 
the Rights of Citizen and Man. Article 10 of the Declaration states: No one may be disturbed 
on account of his opinions, even religious ones, as long as the manifestation of such 
opinions does not interfere with the established Law and Order.(7)
The demarcation of is also a distinct clause of the French constitution. Therefore, according to 
this right the students in French public schools have a right to religious self-expression as long 
as exercising it does not hurt their peers’ right to freedom from religion. (8)

Varying dimensions of secularism in France
Section one of the Law on Secularity reiterates the right to freedom of religion and conscience. 
On the other hand, Section two focuses on the principle of secularity, including the 
prohibition on the state recognizing a religion and aiding it financially. Thus, alongside the 
recognition of freedom of religion and conscience in France, protection is granted to the 
freedom from religion. Further reiterating the fact that France is a secular state by its 
definition, Article 1 of the Fifth Republic’s constitution prohibits discrimination based on 
ethnic origin, gender, or religion, and establishes the duty to respect all religious beliefs.(9) 
Over a period of many years, there had been two interpretation of Secularism in France. The 
first is that secularity requires not only that the state refrain from interfering in the public 
sphere and the second is that secularity obliges the authorities to refrain from promoting one 
religion over the others; the fact that an individual expresses his or her religion in public does 
not hurt the state’s self-declared secularity. Therefore, the question in France is not whether a 
Muslim student should be allowed to wear a veil based on her right to freedom of religion, but 
rather whether wearing a veil undermines the state’s secular status?(10) This is specifically 
with regard to the nuances of a particular order, cult, religion and the symbolic expressions 
used in line with their practice.

Secularism, its dual dynamics and formalization of law
In order to trace the legal developments preceding the ban, it is important to examine the 
events in the context of how they influenced the decision making at the State council.
The controversy over the ban began with a decision made on September 18, 1989, by a 
secondary school headmaster in Creil, a northern suburb of Paris, to expel three veiled female 
Muslim students of North African descent. The headmaster’s decision was overturned within 
a week, but the Education Minister, Lionel Jospin, approached the Conseil d’Etat or the 
Council of State requesting a legal advisory opinion on the issue.
The Conseil d’Etat’s opinion reaffirmed France’s Secular state status, noting the two main 
principles of neutrality regarding the religion in public services, and the non-discriminatory 
nature of the public school system. Eventually, the council based its ruling on the claim that 
the relevant international covenants related to these matters allow reservations for “the 
protection of public order, health or morals, and for the protection of the rights and freedoms 
of the others.(11)

The French 
“headscarves ban” 
in the light of Secular 

politics and 
constitutional rights: A 

legal study in 
perspective 

By Dr. Tehseen Nisar
PhD Political Science, LUISS University. 

Secretary General Religion & Security 
Council (RSC), Rome, Italy.
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The Secular Parameters of the French Ruling
“The Conseil d’Etat’s ruling stood for the proposition that there need not necessarily be a 
direct conflict between the principle of secularity and the protection of the freedom of 
religion and conscience in France. Moreover, in December 2003 the Stasi Committee, 
appointed by President Chirac to examine the ‘Issue of Secularity,’ recommended that the 
wearing of ostentatious religious symbols, including skullcaps, headscarves, and crosses in 
public buildings and public schools should be prohibited. As a result the prohibition was 
deliberately seen as an intended prevention of the wearing of headscarves as also became 
visible in the speech of President Jaques Chirac, who termed it as ‘an act of aggression’ and 
proclaimed that ‘[t]he Islamic veil, regardless of the name you give it . . . ha[s] no place in 
state schools.’He concluded: ‘Secularity is one of the Republic’s great triumphs. It is a crucial 
component of social peace and national cohesion. We cannot let it weaken.(12)
On February 10, 2004, the bill passed the French lower house of Parliament by a landslide 
majority of 494 to 36 and on March 3, 2004, it got its final approval by the French Senate 276 
to 20 and was signed into law by President Chirac on March 15, 2004.(13)

The Effects and consequences of the ban 
The advocates of the ban stated that the veil has no justification as wearing it encourages the 
seclusion of women. It was argued by the pro ban lobbies that “headscarf ban does not allow 
women to compete men in public and institutions on equal terms, free from the private 
patriarchal restrictions of fundamentalist fathers, husbands and brothers therefore their 
rights would be protected if they are emancipated from it.(14)    This view has been furthered 
by a presumption that a woman does not make a choice to wear a veil, but is forced to 
wear it by patriarchal social order that symbolizes her inferiority and oppression by men. 
Whereas, on the other mainstream of the anti-ban circles, it is believed that the ban 
itself is a violation of freedom of expression (banning it is banning rights of self- 
expression) and such views on supposed protection of women in the western world is 
cultural imperialism as women are often covered in western societies as "invisible” which 
take the form of financial or social limitations, and which eventually has a harsher effect 
on their liberty and happiness than the freely worn veil.(15) According to Kenneth Roth, 
executive director of Human Rights Watch, The proposed law is an unwarranted 
infringement on the right to religious practice and for many Muslims, wearing a headscarf is 
not only about religious expression, it is about religious obligation.(16) Therefore, 
those opposing the ban claim that the ban to wear the Islamic headscarf is in a way 
restricting the right of individual freedom of Muslim women. It is wrongly interpreted 
as a symbol of humiliation, subordination and oppression by a patriarchal religion. 
The practical consequences of the ban would be leading towards an increasingly isolated, 
marginalized, ostracized Muslim community which would further lead to isolation of 
women and girls from going to the universities or choosing a teaching profession.(17)

Interpreting the Implications of the French Case: Perspectives from the European and 
International Legal Traditions
Under the International law, “states can only limit religious practices when there is a 
compelling public safety reason or when the manifestation of religious beliefs would impinge 
on the rights of others, or when it serves a legitimate educational function (such as 
prohibiting practices that preclude student-teacher interaction.”(18 ) The European 
Commission of Human Rights (ECHR) enshrines in Article 8 of its preamble, The rights of 
the freedom of expression and especially Article 10 enshrines the freedom of religious 
expression; Article 9 embodies The freedom from discrimination; It has to be observed that 
the first three of these rights are explicitly qualified rights19 and are incumbent on the state 
to guarantee its citizens without duress. However, the three rights could not be the only 
vilification for the “ECHR to upheld the ban on public, moral, health grounds and 
particularly the rights and freedoms of others as necessary in the democratic society. 

Thus, the move has involved the balancing of individual rights with the public interest 
and signifiant degree of discretion in drawing the line between Church and state.(20)
In the strict sense the French state is liable to maintain the public order with necessary 
legal claims that can be empowered to act in a given situation of concern. However, there 
have been contending opinions in the European legal milieu towards the right of the French 
State to assume its case as the final arbiter of legislation. The legal experts at the Centre for 
European Policy proclaim that The French government is likely to face the charge of double 
standards in its application of the ban. The ban only applies to obvious religious symbols. 
Hence small Christian crosses worn round the neck would be acceptable, whereas the 
Hijab, the Islamic headscarf, or the Sikh turban would not be acceptable. There is 
strong prima facie argument that the way the law is drafted amounts to illegal indirect 
discrimination.(21)
Conclusion
The headscarves ban has raised a lot of controversy on the issue of French secularism. As 
can be seen from the point view of the French State, the law authenticating the ban 
finds its justification from the division of the institution of church and state. It is therefore 
argued by the French government that it is seeking to maintain the sacred republican 
principle of secularism by banning obvious religious symbols in state schools. On the 
other hand it is believed by many that the law is against the secular norms of the 
freedom of religious expression and that of the right of individual liberty to practice 
religion enshrined in the French constitution. ‘‘Challengers make a strong counter-
argument that French secularism is a principle more honored in the breach than the 
observance (22) concluding that all visible religious symbols like Jewish skullcaps, Sikh 
turbans, large Christian crosses including the Muslim headscarves do not pose a threat to 
public health and moral orders and thus the ban on them is totally unjustified.

The French 
“headscarves ban”

 in the light of Secular 
politics and constitutional 

rights: A legal study in 
perspective 

By Dr. Tehseen Nisar
PhD Political Science, LUISS University. 

Secretary General Religion & Security 
Council (RSC), Rome, Italy.
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They are a nation’s heart-line. They are a bridge on which a nation’s hope 
rests and its dream nurture into realties. They are bubbly, energetic and full 
of promise. They are a harbinger of hope and need just a little direction to 
channelize their efforts into lasting success.
And yet, not all is well with the case of India’s children. Among the key 
problems of most developing nations, India too stands at curious 
crossroads with the problem of its “Missing Children”. 

India, a country of 1.3 billion people and one emblazoned with tremendous 
achievements in the sphere of I.T. and Technology, Manufacturing and 
Exports has a sterling connection with the youth. Estimates suggest that 50% 
of India’s growing population is below 25 and around 65% of Indians weigh 
below 35 years of age. This is a significant leap considering that most of the 
developed nations in the world including the United States, Great Britain, 
Germany and Japan lack such a formidable proportion of youth population 
to make inroads toward an imminent optimism that India carries with 
aplomb.

Here’s what lies murky beneath the optimistic façade in India
But statistics can rarely reveal the hold of emotions that lie away from 
figurative math. A major problem that has crippled India’s young populace is 
of Child Trafficking- an excruciatingly painful reality of 21st century India. 
Countless children go missing every year in India. In fact, the 2014 estimates 
springing from India’s Home Ministry further elevated the problem 
concerning the curious case of India’s missing children when it reported that 
at least 1 lakh children go missing in India each year.

Innocence lost
Those smiling faces, those beaming smiles! What became of the innocence 
that had promised to walk a thousand miles? 
Earlier this year, India’s Supreme Court (the ultimate bench of supreme 
justice in India) captured a sense of apathy among the general Indian public 
in its claim that, “nobody seems to care about India’s missing children. That’s 
the irony”.
Post 2014, just a year and a half later, Supreme Court’s aforementioned worry 
spiraled into a deeper trauma when the national government reported that 
the figure has escalated (literally translating to ‘worsening’) from 1 lakh into 
1.5 lakh missing children, with almost 45% of the children going untraced. 

But just like a problem stems from a crisis, what has led to such misery for 
India’s young guns? 
It is believed that on account of receiving less or no education, a number of 
kids take to the streets which are nothing but violent jungles ever ready to 
consume the innocent. Many fall prey to abject poverty which basically 
means to fend for one’s self, which in turns leads to an association with 
crime. Harmless deeds such as begging on the streets to looking for alms 
often contorts in its shape and begins a string of acts against the law, where 
petty crimes can later lead to massive inroads in the crime world.

Hundreds of thousands of children each year, around the age group of 5 to 13 are 
abducted and picked up from the streets. Those who are ‘fortunate’ enough from 
not being prostituted, are installed into crime cells that bust up Urban India, 
finding a murky stability in the inner sanctum of India’s prosperous cities- 
Mumbai, Delhi, Bangalore, Chennai included.  At times what adds to the pile up of this 
crisis is the case where children run away from their homes. This can be a cause of either 
dropping out of schools or on facing certain difficulties in real life. 

A glamor for the big cities
Implicit in the trajectory of crime in India is a vast divide between the expansive urban 
India and the sleepy, somewhat petulant rural India.  On one hand you have the rich, 
well to do kids flocking from a well-oiled machinery that takes care of all aspects of life- 
education, training, nutrition and on the other you have a young life springing from the 
holds of deprivation, longing, hunger and social disarray in the general scheme of 
things.
Kids from India’s hinterland often secretively run away to richer and bigger cities 
falling for the glamor of cities dubbed with ‘massive opportunities’ of making a life. 
Sadly though, most of these kids, who come from Central Eastern states such as Uttar 
Pradesh, Bihar and Jharkhand and in other cases from the Western region of Rajasthan 
fall prey to exploiters who do nothing more than employ them at tea stalls, road side 
pavilions and in worse cases, instigate them into beggary or send them to brothels. 

A case of myriad woes
If you come to think of it, then you’d find that there is no greater crime other than rape 
than that of child trafficking. When a child goes missing, no one registers an FIR with 
the Police simply as there is no cognizable offence committed. Nothing much happens 
other than that of the local police officers generating more awareness through local 
media.
Several cases over the last few years have emanated from Maharashtra, Goa et cetera 
where it has been reported that children are lead to metropolitan cities and misguided 
into prostitution, organ donation and in other cases, streamlined into channels that 
directly deal with inner city crimes. In fact, the National Crime Bureau has deciphered 
that of the entire strata of children that go missing in India each year, a whopping 55% 
are girls. It is no wonder that beyond the mushy flog of India’s meteoric achievements 
in myriad sectors, there is a very visible blithe on the face of an otherwise beautiful 
country. That there are brothels and prostitution cells bustling with wile and helpless 
angst of India’s lost daughters is a far cry that can be heard from the moon.
In Maharashtra, 10,000 more girls went missing than boys. In Andhra Pradesh, 11,625 
girls went missing to 6,915 missing boys. Similarly, Madhya Pradesh has had 15000 
missing girls to its 9000 cases of missing boys. Things aren’t any better in the capital 
city. Delhi alone accounts for 10,500 missing girls to 9300 missing boys.

Law and order: lack of law and disorder 
These aren’t statistics from which one can infer any development. You can only 
bemoan with a sense of loss of pride, truth be told. What is worse is that in the law and 
order machinery, there is no special focus on tracing the missing children! 
In the states having a “Missing Person’s Bureau”, there’s hardly a good officer that ever 
gets placed since it is not considered a coveted division. 
India will need much more than reliance on faith and religion to correct this massive 
wrong with its young lives. Time may be right for humanity to stand up and take guard.

The Curious 
Case of Missing 

Children 
in India
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REFUGEES 
CRISIS

WANT TO 
HELP?

USEFUL LINKS 

Questions about volunteering 
on Lesvos? 

**Visit http://www.lesvol.info/**
This includes links to key information, and 

guidelines for all members.

The purpose of this forum is to support 
independent volunteers and grassroots projects 
working in Lesvos. Please share the latest news 

from the ground, where volunteers or aid is 
needed and any relevant information affecting 

refugees in this region. 

----INFO POINT GROUPS-----

Our group has expanded and we are now covering 
different regions, please visit the following links for 

more information:

IDOMENI: https://www.facebook.com/
groups/228469170832717/?fref=ts

ATHENS: https://www.facebook.com/
groups/204202716585823/?fref=ts 

TURKEY: https://www.facebook.com/
groups/179589092412407/?fref=ts 

Thank you for all your support.
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Allow 
Salam Aldeen 

to leave Greece

Allow Salam Aldeen to leave Greece

Petitioning Council of the 
European Union. 

Salam Aldeen deserves 
freedom and 

acknowlegdement for 
his efforts for the 

refugees!

Every human being has the right to be helped when they are 
in danger. It is a right that cannot be taken away by any 
country. Today, people who provide this aid and prevent the 
deaths of others are being punished for it their selfless work. 

You can add your voice to the international petition to stop 
the punishment of tireless volunteers who have given so much 
themselves to help others.

Salam Aldeen came to Lesbos and created Team Humanity, a 
hands-on NGO working to rescue people crossing the sea to 
Greece, fleeing war and imminent danger in their country.  
Salam and another member of Team Humanity were arrested 
with three volunteers from Proem-aid. 

He was criminally charged with human trafficking and jailed. 
He was released after paying a large fee but trapped in Greece, 
unable to leave. Salam is currently awaiting trial where can 
receive 10 years in prison. It is currently the only one of the 
five defendants remaining in Greece, submitting to weekly 
Police check-ins and harassment by local law authorities.

Denmark, his country of origin, is currently opposed to 
humanitarian aid to refugees, and has abandoned him.

Meanwhile, Salam continues with the daily tasks of Team 
Humanity. He works in camps near Thesaloniki, as well as 
attending to those families who cannot live in camps for 
special circumstances. 
He continues managing resources, assisting families, and 
creating temporary housing, but he cannot leave Greece.

Now Salam is in a forced detention in Greece, working there 
since September 2015, he is a prisoner there since January 2016. 
He has not seen his family, his friends, or his home. He cannot 
remember his normal life.
The work of Salam Aldeen inspires us all with his commitment, 
determination and courage, having saved thousands of people 
leaving unimaginable situations. Activists and artists have 
visited Salam to see first hand the overwhelming strife of 
families seeking refuge, including Ai Wei Wei and actress 
Susan Sarandon. Hundreds of everyday people, volunteers, and 
NGOs who have worked with Salam and Team Humanity.

We ask you to add your voice to this petition to the Greek 
government for Salam’s unconditional release.  Inspired to 
help, Salam left his whole life in Denmark, he and his group 
wake up every day with a fighting spirit, committed to those in 
need.
Sign this petition and tell the Greek government and European 
Union to consider the principles for which it was created. 
Currently, it is not complying with their obligations under 
international law accepted by its 28 members requiring them to 
welcome refugees who arrive at its borders fleeing danger. Join 
us in sending a message to Greece to drop charges against 
Salam and end legal action against those who help save lives.

Ver esto en Español
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Police and private 
security brutality, 
discrimination and 

human rights 
violation in Uruguay

Police and private security brutality, discrimination and human rights 
violation in Uruguay!  In June 15th 2016 Sander Dertop went to Antel’s 
(an internet provider in Uruguay) Maldonado office to apply for an 
Internet connection to his house. 
While he was waiting in line, he talked to his girlfriend and his mother on 
his phone in Turkish. The private security suspected that he was a 
Moroccan terrorist and called the police to  arrest him. The employees 
kept him waiting for about an hour and while he was trying to understand 
what the hell is going on, suddenly he got beaten by the private security 
and police took him to the police station nearby. 

Without any questioning they put him in the jail and kept beating. They 
broke his nose, put out his clothes, sexually abused and humiliated him 
inside before he went unconscious. When he went into a shock, two 
people who told that they are from the human rights association took him 
to Maldonado Hospital ER. 

After 2 minutes of medical check-up, the police released him without any 
explanation and told him he is free to go because they found nothing in his 
backpack but an application document for internet and his passport. He 
went home with a broken nose and bruises and blood on his face, legs, 
arms and his hands.  The next day he explained the situation to his lawyer 
and when they went to the police station to ask what happened in the day 
before they found out that there is not a single record on the police station 
that he got arrested and also nothing in the hospital records. But strangely 
the police gave the lawyer Sander's house contract which was in his 
backpack on the day of the incident. While the lawyer was trying 
to understand what  was going on, they saw an officer wearing a 
police uniform who told Sander the day before that he was from the 
human rights association. They tried to talk  to him but he panicked, 
ran to the police car and quickly  got away. He went to the 
hospital with his girlfriend and the lawyer where they waited for 11 
hours in the ER and doctors refused to help him because he is not a 
native Spanish speaker. They only  sent him to another hospital for 
tomography and when he came back they kept him  waiting and 
waiting. The only thing that the doctors said was that his nose  was 
broken but there  was nothing to do about it and he  had something on 
his brain but they insisted it  was not traumatic.  Without any medical 
attention he and his girlfriend went back home  but they found that the 
house's water pipes were attacked and cut by a sharp object and the main 
water valve  was broken. 

The couple,  afraid for their security, left every belonging  in their house 
and went to Montevideo airport to go back to their home country. 
On the airport they contacted  the Turkish Embassy in Argentina who told 
them that they are secure to go back to their home in La Barra / 
Maldonado.  

On the 3rd day some people from Uruguayan Ministry of Interior 
Affairs came to their house  to investigate what happened in Antel, 
the police office and the hospital . And the Ministry of Interior Affairs  
told the couple that they would try to reveal this corruption and 
inhuman treatment as soon as possible and they can call them 
anytime for anything. 

Also they took them to the same hospital  to investigate what 
happened in the ER in the last 3 days. In the hospital with 6 people 
from the ministry of interior the doctors did nothing but kept them  
waiting about 8 hours and again without a medical examination.  

The exhausted couple asked to go back to their home to rest a little bit.  
The 4th day in the morning someone from the ministry came and 
took him to a forensic doctor who examined him without touching 
his body and wrote a health report for his medical status. And still 
not a single medical treatment was given about his nose and his brain 
trauma.  

The following days the couple waited as they were told and nothing 
happened. Also their water pipes still weren't  useable and nobody 
came for fix them. . On the 7th day, still nothing was explained to the 
couple and they tried to contact  the Ministry again but they give them 
only an e-mail address and told them they are out of the case. 

Also their Uruguayan lawyer got scared of the police and the situation 
because he  did not want to sue his own country , so he left them.  
Today it is 14th day and Sander still has a broken nose, an incredible 
headache and is not able to use his hands. The Ministry, the Police, 
Antel and the Hospital Maldonado are trying to cover the whole story 
and  refusing to give the security camera footage. 

The couple hit the news in their own country but the media in 
Uruguay is just silent and is refusing to report about it. There is  huge 
media coverage. Also  did you know that Antel is the biggest sponsor 
of Uruguay Police force here? This is the country who tells 
everybody that they are the best in human rights. 

This is the country this couple fell in love at the begining. This is 
the hospitality of Uruguay. This is the corruption and you can smell 
the rotten system everywhere. No, this is not Gotham City, this is 
Uruguay!  

CITIZENS 
COMPLAIN
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Activists' reports

HUMAN RIGHTS 
CINEMA

Katie Curran is the director of Greening the 
Revolution, and has a message for us! 
Greening the Revolution is an independent, 
grassroots documentary about food justice filmed 
in Mexico, Cuba, Haiti, Kenya, Zambia, India, 
Brazil and across the United States — focusing on 
the unjust politics and economics behind a corrupt 
food system, including GMOs and Monsanto, 
while also showing examples of inspiring resistance 
and the creation of sustainable alternatives by small 
farmers. 
Greening the Revolution has screened and won awards at 
dozens of film festivals around the world, but 
this documentary is intended to be a tool for social 
change — to educate, agitate and inspire with interviews 
from small farmers and revolutionaries, as well as 
intellectuals such as Noam Chomsky and Vandana 
Shiva and Howard Zinn, and corporate/political 
officials such as the Director of the FDA and 
the head of government relations for Monsanto. 

Greening the Revolution is on-line for free at:
www.greeningtherevolution.org

• www.facebook.com/greeningtherevolutionmovie
• twitter.com/GTRmovie
• www.instagram.com/greeningtherevolution
• greeningtherevolution.tumblr.com 

A message from the director:

As an independently funded and produced film, we 
depend on grassroots distribution and non-corporate 
publicity — please spread the word about this free, on-line 
film by posting the details below on social media and 
forwarding this message to your contacts, other 
organizations and individuals. If you are in need of 
subject matter for social media, this documentary is 
a great item for a Twitter or Facebook post, and we 
are available for interviews if you'd like to write an 
article or blog piece. You can also check out the below 
links to our Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and 
Tumblr pages for additional photos, videos and 
writings. 

In solidarity, 
Katie Curran 

Director

Watch the film!
www.greeningtherevolution.org

Contact us for a screening at:
info@greeningtherevolution.org

Check out our daily posts on social media!
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CITIZENS RIGHTS 
WATCH: 

“THE CITIZENS 
VOICES” 

NEWSLETTER
-CALL FOR
ARTICLES-
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Write an article on a human rights issue and 
email it to us at: newsletter@citizensrw.org
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*This is a triannual publication, the deadline for sending your article, or opinion,  for the next newsletter, is

the 15th of November 2016.  Thank you!

Work with us:

OPEN CALL FOR 
APPLICATIONS 
Campaign Coordinator 
for Citizens Rights Watch.
(Voluntary (6/12 months).

Citizens Rights Watch is a new human rights INGO, working to end human rights abuses. We are 
still in the process of building up our frame of workings, and we need campaign coordinators, for 
our online campaigns. This is a voluntary position that can be 6 months or 1 year long, depending 
on our agreement. The campaigns that we work on initiating are the following:

1. Counter-terrorism;
2. Enforced disappearances;
3. Police brutality;
4. Individuals in danger;
5. Human Trafficking;
6. Torture;
7. Refugees;

8. LGBTI;
9. Women;
10. Children;
11. Fair trial;
12. Acid attacks;
13. Palestine;
14. Climate justice;
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Write an article on a human rights issue and email 
it to us at: newsletter@citizensrw.org

*This is a triannual publication, the deadline for sending your article, or opinion,  for the next newsletter, is
the 15th of November 2016.  Thank you!

We support & collaborate with the following NGOs, and we are open to collaborations with any human rights organization. In solidarity!
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http://www.frontlinedefenders.org/
http://justicewomen.com/
http://www.womenonwaves.org/
http://www.teni.ie/
http://www.climateemergencyinstitute.com/
http://www.alhaq.org/
http://www.youthforhumanrights.org/
newsletter@citizensrw.org
newsletter@citizensrw.org
http://issueswithoutborders.com/
http://www.citizensrw.org/
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